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In recent years, as our understanding of germs has grown, we have made great strides in preventing disease. While our immune system is strong enough to defend against most bacteria, the occasional malignant microorganism can pass through those defenses and wreak havoc on our systems. Antibacterial agents, synthetic and natural, aid in killing these microorganisms, but there is cause for concern as some of these agents are harmful to humans, animals, and their surrounding environments.

Triclosan is a synthetic antimicrobial agent.\[[@ref1]\] It is chemically stable and can operate under a wide range of temperatures and pH levels, which makes it both durable and versatile. The chemical is an inhibitor of enoyl-(acyl carrier protein) reductase; this allows it to kill bacteria by inhibiting the fatty acid biosynthetic pathway, which in turn disrupts lipid synthesis and eventually kills the cell. Triclosan was extremely prevalent in hygiene products until recently. It is the active ingredient in many antibacterial hand soaps, skin-purifying wipes, cosmetics, and toys. Triclosan was banned by the USA\'s Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in September 2016\[[@ref2]\] due, in part, to a lack of evidence supporting the antibacterial claims. In addition, there is evidence suggesting that triclosan significantly reduces testosterone levels,\[[@ref3]\] is associated with increased body mass index,\[[@ref4]\] and is a potent endocrine disruptor. Triclosan accumulates in the body over time and is so ubiquitous that is found in the urine of 75% of the American population.\[[@ref5]\] It appears in breast milk, urine, and plasma, with levels in the blood correlating with consumer use patterns of the antimicrobial. However, the FDA only banned the chemical in consumer products. Triclosan remains a prominent antibacterial agent in hospitals and other medical facilities. This suggests that while it does have some use, the FDA is concerned that prolonged exposure to the chemical can cause health complications. There is also strong evidence that triclosan is toxic to aquatic species such as algae, invertebrates, and certain types of fish and exerts reproductive and developmental effects.\[[@ref6]\] For all these reasons, other countries, including the members of European Union, have banned or restricted use of the chemical.

The scientific community seems to be divided on the topic of the efficacy of triclosan and other antibacterial agents in hand soap. Some are even concerned that the use of triclosan promotes the growth and spread of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Antimicrobial resistance is a global threat, compromising our ability to treat infectious diseases, and fostering the rise of superbugs, bacteria which have become resistant to all known antibiotic therapies. The World Health Organization has consistently called attention to the severity of the concerns regarding antibiotic resistance and urged all countries to strengthen their health and surveillance systems and develop new responses to this scourge.\[[@ref7]\]

Opponents of triclosan\[[@ref8]\] suggest that the effectiveness of antibacterial soap is vastly overrated. Others disagree, finding some use in these products. In their study, Gibson *et al*. found that "although there are data gaps in these studies, both have shown that although a reasonable reduction of microorganisms is offered through the use of regular soap formulations, a slightly greater reduction of bacteria and subsequent reduced probability of disease results from using antibacterial formulations."\[[@ref9]\]

Triclosan is used in dental products including toothpaste and mouth rinses, and its efficacy has been widely tested. The results show the same variance as the results of the use of antibacterial soaps. In their 5-year, longitudinal study utilizing a triclosan-containing dentifrice, Cullinan *et al*. reported that there was no significant effect on *Porphyromonas gingivalis* or *Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans*.\[[@ref10]\]

In their 2013 review, Cochrane found, "...moderate-quality evidence showing that toothpaste containing triclosan/copolymer, in addition to fluoride, reduced plaque, gingival inflammation, and gingival bleeding when compared with fluoride toothpaste without triclosan/copolymer."\[[@ref11]\]

Sifting through all the evidence requires sincere dedication and diligence on the part of all dental practitioners. As in all matters regarding patient care, dentists must utilize their experience and the most current scientific evidence in making their decisions. In recommending triclosan as an oral antimicrobial, practitioners are encouraged to weigh the benefits to each patient after analyzing all the scientific data.
